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Introduction

1.1

The following document outlines the engagement carried out between June 2015 and the end
of December 2015 as part of the trust’s review of its estate. The engagement process focused
on gathering the views of patients, the public and key stakeholders in regard to supporting
and assisting in the development of options for the future of the trust’s estate, which forms
part of the wider Estates Strategy.

1.2

This report will be made public and the feedback received throughout engagement used to
inform the development of options for the trust’s buildings going forward. The findings of this
report will continue to be part of the on-going journey, and will be used to help inform future
engagement and consultation.
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Communications and engagement programme

2.1

Following the Trust Board on 26 June 2015, the Communications Team began the engagement
programme with stakeholders and members of the public. Press adverts, social media and the
trust website were used to publicise the engagement period. The use of social media included
live tweeting from a number of the events attended, and regularly scheduled tweets
encouraging people to visit the website to find out more about the estates review and submit
their views.

2.2

Following the successful response to the initial engagement period (end of September 2015)
and the update report presented to the Board on 9 October 2015, engagement (including the
deadline for submitting feedback) was extended to 31 December 2015. It was agreed that this
extension would maximise the opportunity to get as many views as possible about the future
of the trust’s estate, and enable trust representatives to attend a greater number of local and
group meetings to discuss and seek feedback about the estates review.

2.3

Leaflet and questionnaire
2.3.1

The findings and information contained within the Estates Strategy (Investing in a high
quality healthcare environment) were condensed into leaflet format, presenting a
summary of the key issues and providing a context for the questionnaire developed
for individuals and groups to give their feedback.

2.3.2

The questionnaire provided an opportunity for general comments as well as a focus
on key scenarios. The general questions asked people to identify what is important to
them about hospital buildings and facilities, as well as what changes they would like to
see. The scenarios (acutely ill, outpatient appointment, planned operation, recovering
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in hospital, having a baby, a child who was sick) presented an opportunity for people
to rank the three requirements most important to them from the following options:
High quality care: excellent patient outcomes 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Infection-free care: wards that are easy to clean and beds are not close together
Accessibility for everyone - with enough car parking and good local public transport
Waiting times that are low and where it is easy to get an appointment or operation
when I need one
Buildings and facilities that do not waste energy or have a damaging effect on the
environment
Privacy, such as being able to offer everyone who would like a single en-suite room
the ability to have one
Value for money to the tax payer with buildings that have low maintenance costs
and are affordable to the local NHS
A welcoming and pleasant environment, which speeds up recovery and is a great
place for staff to work.

2.4

2.3.3

The leaflets were made available in hard copy, including at public meetings, events
and open days, and an electronic version was available on the trust website.

2.3.4

The trust received 122 completed questionnaires (95 online; 27 hard copy), some of
which were submitted as a group response (for the purpose of this analysis, group
responses have been considered as one entry). A full analysis of responses received
can be seen in section 3.

Open days
2.4.1

As reported previously, the trust held two successful open days as part of the
engagement programme: at St Helier Hospital on Thursday 17 September 2015 and at
Epsom Hospital on Wednesday 23 September 2015. These were advertised on the
trust website, through social media and in advertorials placed in local newspapers.

2.4.2

The open days were an opportunity for stakeholders, local residents and patients to
visit the trust’s facilities, see the challenges the buildings present, discuss ideas and
suggestions, ask questions and meet with trust representatives.

2.4.3

In total, 30 people attended these events including MPs, councillors, council officers,
existing and previous patients and members of patient groups such as Healthwatch
and League of Friends. The trust committed to arranging subsequent tours of the
hospital for a further 13 people who could not attend the open days. Those who
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attended the open days or one of the additional tours were encouraged to record
their feedback by completing a questionnaire.
2.4.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

A complete summary of the journey and discussion points for both open days can be
found in Appendix B.

Public meetings and committees
2.5.1

The Communications Team made contact with local councils, public groups and third
sector organisations in Merton, Surrey and Sutton to arrange for a trust
representative to attend committees or meetings.

2.5.2

During the engagement period the trust attended more than 26 public meetings,
which were attended by a total of over 400 local people and stakeholders. Events
included those organised by Healthwatch Sutton, Siobhain McDonagh MP and
Stephen Hammond MP. A full list of public meetings and committees at which the
trust was represented can be found in Appendix A

2.5.3

By attending local meetings the trust has been able to reach further groups of
stakeholders and share the case for new hospital buildings. These groups also
presented further opportunity to hear views and ideas regarding what people want
from hospital buildings and facilities in the future. Comments and questions were
captured in minutes, questionnaires and question cards. Comments submitted by
Sutton Scrutiny Committee can be seen as Appendix E.

2.5.4

In addition to attending public meetings and committees, the trust has maintained
contact with a number of public representatives and officials in Surrey and Sutton, as
well as the surrounding areas. This includes MPs, council leaders and chief executives,
and local councillors.

Online information
2.6.1

Information about the estates review is available on the trust website, including the
full Estates Strategy document, board papers and minutes and some frequently asked
questions.

2.6.2

A list of the online information provided on the trust website can be found in
Appendix D.

Social media
2.7.1

The trust has used its social media accounts on Facebook and Twitter to issue
messages about the estates review, encourage people to give their feedback, and to
share updates from events and public meetings as they happened. 48 posts were
made on social media between June and December 2015.

2.7.2

Examples of social media messages posted by the trust can be found in Appendix C.
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3

Engagement feedback

3.1

The feedback received and captured throughout engagement covers a variety of areas and
subjects. In order to provide effective assessment, the feedback has been divided into the
themes used in the questionnaire (previously identified as the key issues in relation to hospital
buildings and facilities).

3.2

In total, 122 completed questionnaires were received. 1,954 selections were made across the
eight themes and 10 questions in the questionnaire.

3.3

The number of selections made across all of the questions is detailed in the graph below.

Total number of selections
562
478

302
187

209
123
32

Total number of selections made: 1,954

5
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Total number of selections - percentage breakdown
A welcoming and
pleasant
environment
15%
Value for money
3%
High quality care
29%

Privacy
6%

Buildings and
facilities that do not
waste energy
2%

Infection-free care
24%

Waiting times
11%
Accessibility for
everyone
10%

3.4

In addition to the 1,954 selections made, 246 ‘free text’ comments were recorded on
completed questionnaires (questions 1, 2 and 10 allowed for free text answers). Examples of
free text comments are included as part of the more detailed analysis by theme (sections 3.5
to 3.12).

3.5

High quality care (excellent patient outcomes 24 hours a day, 7 days a week)
3.5.1

The trust is committed to delivering great care to every patient, every day and has a
demonstrable track record of delivering high quality care at both main hospital sites.
As recognised in the Estates Strategy, the ability to continue to deliver high quality,
21st Century care is intrinsically linked to the quality and functionality of the estate.

3.5.2

Feedback from the estates engagement process makes it clear that high quality care is
also the top priority for members of the public: hospital buildings that facilitate high
quality care was selected 562 times (29%), more often than any other option, and was
the most selected option for all six scenarios.
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High quality care (excellent patient outcomes 24 hours a day, 7 days a week)
Number of times selected*
104

95

95

94

96

Question 5 planned
operation

Question 6 - one
week hospital
stay

Question 7 having a baby

Question 8 - sick
child

78

Question 3 acutely ill

Question 4 outpatient

Total number of selections: 562
*respondents could select up to three options per question

3.5.3

The qualitative information collected from questions one and two of the
questionnaire further demonstrate that high quality care is top of people’s agenda
when considering new hospital buildings and facilities. Comments included:
“Investment [is needed] in the areas that don't meet high standards”
“I would like to see investment in upgrading and improving their [hospital buildings]
functionality”
“The buildings should be functional… *and support the+…excellent service from staff”
“Functionally - suitable buildings allowing space for safe practice. The minimum
standard for space is not sufficient in all circumstances.”
“St Helier has a very fine reputation for caring and skill. Please let the building be
brought to state that is fit for the future, allowing patient to be better cared for and the
staff to be able to feel comfortable.”
“Better-designed to enable best use of available space and to facilitate best patient
care.”
“I can see it’s just not good enough…[we are]now in the 21st century, but delivering
care in buildings that were fit for purpose in the middle of the last century.”

3.6

Infection-free care (wards that are easy to clean and beds that are not close
together)
3.6.1

Infection prevention and control is a key priority for the trust. However, maintaining
high standards of cleanliness with the current estates is a significant challenge. At the
7
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Surrey County Council Wellbeing and Health Scrutiny Board on 2 July 2015, the
C.difficile and MRSA cases which occurred at the trust during 2014/15 were discussed:
‘The Chief Executive assured the Board that steps are being taken to reduce infection
rates at hospital sites throughout the trust but informed the Board that the age of the
estate meant that it was virtually impossible to completely eliminate instances of
these infections, something which has been recognised by NHS England1.’
3.6.2

Appearing a total of 478 times, infection-free care was the second-most selected
option (behind high quality care), accounting for 24% of all selections made. It was
also the second-most selected option in five out of a possible six questions.

Infection-free care (wards that are easy to clean and beds that are not
close together)
87

88

91

Question 5 planned
operation

Question 6 one week
hospital stay

Number of times selected*
91
86

35

Question 3 acutely ill

Question 4 outpatient

Question 7 - Question 8 - sick
having a baby
child

Total number of selections: 478
*respondents could select up to three options per question

3.6.3

Cleanliness and high standards of infection control were mentioned a number of times
in free text comments, further demonstrating the high importance attributed to this
aspect of hospital buildings and facilities. Examples include:
“They *hospital buildings+ need to be modern, clean and bug free”
“The cleanliness of a hospital is essential and if the estates are in poor condition they
are unable to be thoroughly cleaned.”
“Building interiors should be clean and maintained correctly.”

3.7

Accessibility for everyone – with enough car parking and good local public transport

1

Surrey County Council. (2015, July 2). Minutes of the meeting of the Wellbeing and Health Scrutiny Board.
P.7. Available at: http://mycouncil.surreycc.gov.uk/documents/g4513/Public%20minutes%20Thursday%2002Jul-2015%2010.00%20Wellbeing%20and%20Health%20Scrutiny%20Board.pdf?T=11
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3.7.1

Accessibility for everyone was selected 187 times and ranks as the third most
important aspect of attending an outpatient appointment. Overall it was selected 10%
of the time, making it the fifth most selected response (out of eight).

3.7.2

Although only the fifth most important requirement, the number of respondents
choosing accessibility in relation to outpatient attendances demonstrates the
significance of retaining non-emergency services locally. This suggests that a single
site option, which would affect accessibility for patients living in communities close to
one or both of the existing main hospital sites, is not the optimum solution. It also
highlights the need to consider options for more community based services.

3.7.3

Comments recorded in relation to accessibility and transport further demonstrate the
importance of locally-based services:
“Located as nearby as possible and with excellent transport connections”.
“Vital the hospital is easily reached as we age, ie within the local area.”

Accessibility for everyone – with enough car parking and good local public
transport
Number of times selected*
63

32

25
16

Question 3 acutely ill

Question 4 outpatient

Question 5 planned
operation

29

22

Question 6 - one Question 7 - Question 8 - sick
week hospital having a baby
child
stay

Total number of selections: 187
*respondents could select up to three options per question

3.7.4

Transport and car parking continue to be important issues for the majority of patients
and visitors. The feedback collated from question nine provides further details on the
way that people travel to hospital appointments. The results indicate that the majority
of respondents drive themselves to hospital.
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If you or a member of your family has an appointment at the hospital how
do you travel to that appointment?
64
Number of times selected*

28
15

15
2

Public Transport

A relative brings me Car - I drive myself
in a car

Patient transport

Other

Total number of selections: 124
*respondents could select up to three options per question

3.7.5

Comments indicate that the poor design of hospital sites at both Epsom and St Helier
has an impact on patients being dropped-off and picked up, due to the lack of space
for such facilities. In addition, a number of comments were received relating to
current constraints on car parking at both sites, and how important adequate parking
is.
“30 minute bays at St Helier a good idea, but spaces outside the Elective Orthopaedic
Centre (EOC) are more difficult to find”.
“Car parking charges are unacceptable and the layout of the car park is poor.”
“Car parking and access should be user-friendly and easy”
“Adequate car parking space”
“Parking that is accessible and reasonably priced”
“Car parking and access should be user-friendly and easy.”

3.7.6

Although a majority of respondents indicated that they travel by car, good access to
public transport links was identified as a key criteria. Comments included:
“Easily accessible by public transport 7 days and evenings a week”
“Good public transport connections”
“Good parking, outpatient and A&E departments close to car park/public transport.”

3.8

Waiting times that are low and where it is easy to get an appointment or operation
when needed
10
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3.8.1

With 76 selections, waiting times was considered by respondents as the second-most
important element of coming to hospital for an outpatient appointment. It was also
considered important when visiting hospital for a planned operation, but less
significant in all other scenarios (particularly long hospital stays and giving birth).

3.8.2

Overall, waiting times was selected a total of 209 times (11% of all selections).

Waiting times that are low and where it is easy to get an
appointment or operation when needed
76
Number of times selected*

44
35

33

12

Question 3 acutely ill

Question 4 outpatient

Question 5 planned
operation

9

Question 6 - Question 7 - Question 8 one week having a baby
sick child
hospital stay

Total number of selections: 209
*respondents could select up to three options per question

3.8.3

Comments received included:
“Comfortable and discreet waiting areas - not in corridors”
“Better layout of facilities with nicer waiting areas and adequate seating”
“Comfortable, not over-crowded waiting areas”
“Waiting areas big enough for the number of clinic taking place”.

3.9

Buildings and facilities that do not waste energy or have a damaging effect on the
environment
3.9.1

This was the least selected response, accounting for only 2% of all responses (32
selections in total).
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Buildings and facilities that do not waste energy or have a damaging
effect on the environment
Number of times selected*

10

5

5

5
4
3

Question 3 - Question 4 - Question 5 - Question 6 - Question 7 - Question 8 acutely ill
outpatient
planned
one week having a baby sick child
operation hospital stay

Total number of selections: 32
*respondents could select up to three options per question

3.9.2

However, comments received as part of the engagement process identify some of the
challenges with the current buildings that contribute to making the estate less energy
efficient and environmentally friendly than a modern healthcare environment should
be.
“Need adequate heating”
“Better ventilation, some bays have no window access which creates a hot environment
which is unpleasant for staff and patients”
“Also in the working environment people are sitting in offices with damp and mould on
the walls, this is not a healthy environment.”

3.9.3

Additional comments further demonstrate the importance of modern NHS facilities
that are fit for the delivery of 21st century care.
“If buildings and facilities are energy efficient they are less likely to damage the
environment and will also be better value to the taxpayer”
“Bring the buildings into the 21st century”
“I would like to see money spent on upgrading both buildings”
“Hopefully they will be rewarded with a new hospital fit for the 21st century”
“Salami slicing and investing in urgent maintenance and improvements to meet partial
acceptance of modern good practice is ultimately a waste of money.”
12
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3.10 Privacy, such as being able to offer everyone who would like a single en-suite room
the ability to have one
3.10.1 Privacy was chosen as one of the most important requirements when having a
planned operation, a long-term hospital stay or giving birth. Overall, privacy was
selected 123 times (6% of all selections made).

Privacy, such as being able to offer everyone who would like a single
en-suite room the ability to have one
40

Number of times selected*
28

26

14

11
4

Question 3 acutely ill

Question 4 outpatient

Question 5 planned
operation

Question 6 - Question 7 - Question 8 one week
having a baby
sick child
hospital stay

Total number of selections: 123
*respondents could select up to three options per question

3.10.2 The fact that it is sometimes challenging to provide, in our current buildings, the level
of privacy patients and the public would like is further evidenced by a number of
comments made throughout the engagement process. Examples include:
“Privacy and single sex wards [When asked what is important about hospital buildings
and facilities+”
“The area was built to contain four beds. There can be no dignity for patients so close to
others from the privacy and dignity point of view.”
“More privacy sometimes when discussing medical matters.”
“Reasonable space between inpatient beds… Privacy and dignity - not being wheeled
outside [between buildings+ when an inpatient.”
3.10.3 Best practice is now for over 50% (ideally 75%) of rooms in a hospital to be single and
en-suite, a standard which the trust is not presently able to achieve due to constraints
imposed by the current buildings. This limitation also has implications on effective
infection prevention and control.
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3.10.4 The need for an increased number of single rooms is mentioned in qualitative
feedback received as part of the engagement questionnaire, and was raised in
discussions during the open days held on both sites. Comments include:
“Single rooms to those who want to be on their own”
“If not possible to have single side rooms, need to have a room on each ward for private
consultations. This room could also be used by patients and their relatives for serious
discussions, rather than in the middle of a bay with lots of other visitors present,
overhearing.”
“Greater respect for patient privacy, separate rooms etc.”
*When asked what was important from hospital buildings and facilities+ “Reasonable
space between inpatient beds.”

3.11 Value for money to the tax payer with buildings that have low maintenance costs
and are affordable to the local NHS
3.11.1 Value for money was selected only 3% of the time (60 selections in total), consistently
ranking as one of the two least important requirements (alongside buildings that are
energy efficient and do not damage the environment).
Value for money to the tax payer with buildings that have low maintenance
costs and are affordable to the local NHS

13

Number of times selected*

13
10

9

7

Question 3 acutely ill

Question 4 outpatient

8

Question 5 - Question 6 - one Question 7 - Question 8 - sick
planned
week hospital having a baby
child
operation
stay

Total number of selections: 60
*respondents could select up to three options per question

3.11.2 Although value for money was not identified by respondents as a top priority,
comments and questions received throughout the engagement process show that
people want their local NHS to develop hospital buildings in a financially responsible,
and sustainable, way.
“Wasting money tarting up old buildings/areas are not cost effective if the actual
problems are not put right beforehand”
14
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“A phased programme of improvement aimed at correcting the many shortcomings in
the existing facilities that were highlighted by your open day walk round.”
3.11.3 While the value of short-term improvements was highlighted, it was recognised that
these, while welcome, will not address the overall issues with the estate and that
action to achieve lasting change is required.
“That they [hospital buildings] should be modern, with areas ergonomically planned for
their purpose, environmentally efficient, with built in low cost maintenance”
“…. funding is not wasted on maintenance and short term solutions to modern good
practice in buildings that are not fit for purpose”
“A new hospital fit for the 21st century. No more filling of gaps and therefore wasting
money on old buildings. Better facilities will generate happier and satisfied staff and
patients (this goes hand in hand!)”
“Development of buildings in patient areas and working areas for staff. Although
budgets are restricted, more thought should be put into longer term solutions, not just
short term solutions that will eventually end up costing more from having to be redone.”

3.12 A welcoming and pleasant environment, which speeds up recovery and is a great
place for staff to work
3.12.1 Although not selected as the top requirement in response to any of the questions
asked, a welcoming and pleasant environment was identified as important to all of the
scenarios, generally coming out as the third-most selected option. In total, it was
selected 302 times (15% of all selections).
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A welcoming and pleasant environment, which speeds up recovery
and is a great place for staff to work
Number of times selected*
57
51

49

54

50
41

Question 3 acutely ill

Question 4 outpatient

Question 5 planned
operation

Question 6 one week
hospital stay

Question 7 having a baby

Question 8 sick child

Total number of selections: 302
*respondents could select up to three options per question

3.12.2 The frequency and consistency with which a welcoming and pleasant environment
was selected demonstrates how important this aspect of the estate is to patients,
visitors and staff, and the potential impact it has on the quality of both the care
delivered and recovery. Some of the qualitative feedback submitted further reflects
the relationship between the environment and the delivery of high quality care and a
positive patient/visitor experience.
“Clean, accessible, light and well kept. Attention to detail can help reassure patients
they will be given the same care and attention. A coat may be lined be with silk but you
may not want to wear it if it was stained on the outside. Visiting a hospital is difficult
for many people and ensuring that they are able to use the facilities with ease will
make the process less stressful.”
“Approaching St Helier from the Wrythe Lane/Westminster Road end is quite
depressing - the side of D block which faces Westminster Road looks derelict, hardly a
welcoming or professional look”
“A welcoming building/structure. Coming to a hospital can be stressful enough for all
sorts of reasons, without the building being outdated, dowdy and not fit for purpose.”
“Modern, attractive, fit for purpose, easy access, and welcoming, well signposted,
clean, accessible facilities for all visitors (toilets, rest rooms etc).”
3.12.3 The effect of the environment on staff, and therefore the standard of care and service
delivered, was mentioned in several comments and is seen as an important
consideration for the ongoing estates review.
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“I actually found the staff excellent and very helpful and happy imagine what they would
be like if they had a nicer working environment!?”
“It is very nice to have more modern wards and an environment which makes people
come into hospital feel pleasant, as many of them are ill or stressed or scared. Care for
patient in high on my list, which means adequate staff to be able to give this care. Good
working environment so staff are happy in their work, with everyone giving their 100%.”

4
4.1

5

Engagement with partners
Parallel with the capture of feedback from our engagement work, we have also been working
closely with key partners, including our Clinical Commissioning Groups, our local councils and
our neighbours (including the Royal Marsden who provide services adjacent to our Sutton
site), to ensure we can consider every opportunity within the context of making our estate fit
for the long-term future.

Key findings

5.1

Feedback from the engagement process clearly identified high quality care (excellent patient
outcomes 24 hours a day, seven days a week) as the most important requirement when it
comes to hospital buildings and facilities. As such, and having acknowledged that the current
estate is restricting the quality of the care we can deliver, affecting the patient experience and
contributing to higher infection rates, it is essential that the trust identifies options for
improving our estate for the foreseeable future.

5.2

The feedback collected from the engagement process shows that the creation of welcoming
and pleasant environment is intrinsically linked to the delivery of high quality care, whether
that be through the impressions our buildings give, the appearance and maintenance of ward
areas, or the impact a challenging environment can have on staff. Any options should
therefore prioritise the creation of an environment that is conducive to and supportive of high
quality care.

5.3

The Estates Strategy identified the need for an estate which facilitates effective infection
control, which the engagement process has demonstrated is also a priority for patients and
members of the public. The trust continues to work hard to achieve and maintain the highest
possible standards of infection prevention and control. Given the strength of response in this
area during engagement and the challenges with the current buildings, it is essential that
infection prevention and control is a key consideration when developing options for the future
of our estate.

5.4

In order to arrive at options that best suit the needs of the local community and those who
need to access our services, further work on the estates review must take into consideration
travel options for patients and visitors, particularly parking facilities and access via public
transport. The engagement process highlighted the importance of retaining services locally
(particularly outpatients), but that people rated the quality of care as a higher priority, and
were willing to travel further for more specialised care.
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5.5

Given the high priority apportioned to privacy and the constraints imposed by current
buildings, the trust must develop options for the estate that will allow for the creation of
more single rooms and ward areas with the recommended space between beds. Doing so
would not only improve privacy for patients and visitors, but would assist in improving and
maintaining infection control standards.

5.6

Although not a universal top priority, waiting times should be factored into future planning: it
is essential that services exist in buildings and facilities that support effective and timely
delivery, and are in areas that are functional and adaptable to changes in need or demand.

5.7

In order to achieve our goal of delivering high quality 21st century care, we must identify a
future for our estate that not only addresses challenges identified, but that is affordable.
Although these requirements were not rated as highly as others, the review of our buildings
presents an opportunity to develop an estate that is easier and more cost effective to
maintain, more energy efficient and environmentally friendly, and (ultimately) better value for
money.

5.8

Financial and operational sustainability are also key requirements. While feedback supports
the aim and for delivery of high quality, infection-free care in a healing environment, the
engagement process also identified a common theme around moving away from costly shortterm fixes and towards long-term solutions, both in terms of improving our buildings and
developing an estate that is able to cope with changes in demand and delivery.

6

Conclusion

6.1

In light of the findings of our extensive engagement, it is clear that we need to do further
work to determine options as to how we can meet the requirements of our communities,
within the financial envelope that we can apportion to estates development. The route to
explore and evaluate such options is through the development of a Strategic Outline Case.

6.2

This Strategic Outline Case would take the form of a preliminary document designed to
identify options and test the affordability and viability of each. This would also assess whether
it is worth committing resources to developing a more detailed Outline Business Case.The
work will require continued close working with all our partners across our catchment area,
and will allow us to engage our stakeholders in developing a vision for a long-term estates
strategy, meeting our communities’ needs.

6.3

The Strategic Outline Case should also take account of the ongoing collaboration through the
South West London and Surrey Downs Healthcare Partnership programme, which is designed
to address the challenges faced by the NHS in South West London. Surrey Downs are included
in the discussions because they, along with Sutton CCG and Merton CCG, commission services
from Epsom and St Helier hospitals, and SWL. Similarly, SWL CCGs commission elective
services from the South West London Elective Orthopaedic Centre (SWLEOC) at Epsom
Hospital.
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6.4

7
7.1

The Royal Marsden has recently, in conjunction with the London Cancer Hub and Sutton
Council, outlined plans for a life sciences campus on the Sutton Hospital site. This must also be
considered in the appraisal of options for our long-term estate.

Recommendations
The board is asked to note the content of this report and the key findings from the feedback
gathered. These findings should be used to support and inform the development of options
for the future of the trust’s estate and the ongoing work in relation to our estates strategy.

7.2 A stakeholder list containing the names and contacts details of those who participated in the
engagement process has been created and should be used to continue the discussion
regarding the future of the trust’s estate to ensure that public involvement remains a core
aspect of our estates strategy.
7.3

The report will be published on the trust website.
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Appendix A – Full list of external meetings and committees attended by the trust
The following table provides details of all of the external committees and meetings which the trust attended, or is going to attend, in order to share the
case for new hospital buildings and gather further views and feedback from stakeholders and the general public.

Date

Meeting

Trust Representative

15/06/15

Epsom & Ewell Borough Council Health Liaison Panel

23/06/15

AGM League of Friends

26/06/15

Trust Board

29/06/15

Reigate & Banstead Scrutiny Panel

02/07/15

Surrey County Council Health Scrutiny Committee

Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications

County Hall, Surrey

10.30am

02/07/15

Merton Council Healthier Communities and Older
People Overview & Scrutiny Panel

Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications

Merton Civic Centre

7.15pm

08/07/15

LB of Sutton Scrutiny Committee

Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications

Civic Offices Sutton

7.00pm

02/09/15

Renal Patient Group Meeting

St Helier Hospital

7.30pm

07/09/15

Conservative Group of Councillors

Merton Civic Centre

7.30pm

11/09/15

GP Meeting Elmbrook Branch

Sutton

2pm

14/09/15

Epsom & Ewell Borough Council Health Liaison Panel

Town Hall

7.30pm

16/09/15

Macmillan Butterfly Centre Volunteers

Epsom

2.30pm

17/09/15

Estates Open Day (STH)

St Helier

7am-9pm

Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications
Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications
Trust Board
Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications

Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications
Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications
Peter Davies, Director of Strategy and Business
Development
Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications
Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications
Adam Watkins, Communications Officer
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Location

Time

Town Hall

7.30pm

St Helier Hospital

3pm

St Helier Hospital

9.30am
3.30pm

22/09/15

Healthwatch Sutton Event

23/09/15

Estates Open Day (Epsom)

06/10/15

Epsom Medical Equipment Fund Trustee Meeting

06/10/15

Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications
Adam Watkins, Communications Officer
Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications
Adam Watkins, Communications Officer

Salvation Army

2 - 4pm

Epsom Hospital

7am-9pm

Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications

Epsom

5.30pm

Conservative association Surrey ASG

Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications

Epsom

6.30pm

14/10/15

London Borough of Sutton Scrutiny Committee

Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications

Civic Offices Sutton

7.00pm

17/10/15

Residents Meeting Morden (Siobhain McDonagh
MP)

Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Lisa Thomson, Director of Communications

Morden

10.30am

19/10/15

Reigate & Banstead Scrutiny Panel

Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Tim Hamilton, Director of Communications

Reigate Town Hall

7pm

10/11/15

Healthier Communities and Older People Overview
and Scrutiny Panel

Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive

Merton Civic Centre

7.15pm

12/11/15

Heathcote Medical Centre

Peter Davies, Director of Strategy and Business
Development

Tadworth

1.00pm

24/11/15

Epsom Locality meeting (with Surrey Downs CCG;
organised by local Conservatives)
Public meeting - Stephen Hammond MP for
Wimbledon

Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
Charlotte Hall, Chief Nurse

Epsom Hospital

7pm

Kenneth Black House,
Morden

10.30am

Vestry Hall, Mitcham

2pm

28/11/15
30/11/15

Merton Seniors' Forum

Daniel Elkeles, Chief Executive
James Marsh, Joint Medical Director
Tim Hamilton, Director of Communications
Adam Watkins, Senior Communications Officer
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Appendix B – Open day summaries

Estates review open day – St Helier Hospital 17
September 2015
We are gathering views in order to understand what local people want from hospital
buildings, and what people believe we should consider when we look at options for the
future of our estate.
On Thursday 17 September members of the public were given a tour of St Helier Hospital so
that we could hear their views on our buildings and estate. The tour focused on showing
people the buildings used to deliver services to patients and discussing the difficulties of
providing modern, high quality care in old buildings.
Our recent Estates Review shows that 95% of St Helier Hospital was built before the NHS
was founded in 1948. This means that the basic size and layout of the hospital wards are out
of date and difficult to modernise in line with what is needed for delivering 21 st century
care.
14 people attended the open day, including local MP Tom Brake, Ged Curran, Chief
Executive of Merton Council, and Simon Williams, Director of Housing and Communities at
Merton Council. The tours lasted approximately 45 mins taking in A&E, the Renal Unit,
Queen Mary’s Hospital for Children, and some outpatient areas. You can follow the story of
the tour, below.
If you weren’t able to attend one of the tours, please visit www.epsomsthelier.nhs.uk/estates-review to complete our questionnaire, or email
communications@esth.nhs.uk or phone 020 8296 4996 to request a questionnaire.

First stop – A&E
A&E currently has plastic sheeting on its roof to stop the rain getting in – making clear the
difficulties we have with maintaining such old buildings. The A&E department opened in
1977, so it is about 38 years old, and this is one of the newer developments on site.
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It is difficult to observe patients in all areas of A&E due to the shape and layout of the
department, which is constrained by the building. A&E X-Ray is not located within the
department, due to the restrictions imposed by the building, which means that patients
have to travel across the busy main corridor to get to X-Ray.

Renal Unit
Patients have to navigate a long corridor, which runs underground, to reach the Renal Unit
from the main hospital building. The corridor is difficult to maintain and is not a pleasant
environment for patients.
There is only one lift that services the unit, which requires servicing more frequently than
other lifts in the hospital. In the event of the lift breaking down, we have two porters on
stand-by to carry patients up and down the stairs, or have to use an ambulance crew to
transport patients from the main building. This is the same situation for the lifts in Women’s
Health and Queen Mary’s Hospital for Children.

Queen Mary’s Hospital for Children
Queen Mary’s is located at the back of the St Helier site in one of the old buildings separate
to the main hospital. Only minor surgery can be carried out at Queen Mary’s as it is a
distance from the main hospital and theatres. We have introduced the Elmer Trail to make
the journey through the connecting tunnel more pleasant for children making their way to
and from surgery, but it is still not ideal.
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These old buildings cost a lot of money, and use up a lot of staff time, to maintain. Our
maintenance teams spend 75% of their time working reactively to fix things, and only 25%
on routine maintenance (to keep things in good working order). In most hospitals, it’s the
other way round – 75% on routine maintenance and 25% fixing things that are broken.

Pharmacy and Radiology
Due to the layout of the building there is no single main reception to assist on arrival at
Ferguson house, which can make it difficult to navigate.
Although X-Ray and Pharmacy are located nearby (in the main building), they are accessed
via a corridor providing a link between Ferguson House and the main building, which is quite
narrow and can get very busy. Travelling from some outpatient areas to X-Ray and/or
Pharmacy can be difficult due to their location.

Final stop – the Eye Unit
The Eye Unit is a good example of where we have been able to adapt the building and
design a space around the service (rather than vice versa). This allowed us to develop a
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modern, high quality environment which is conducive to the delivery of 21st century care.
Unfortunately, most of our buildings cannot be designed in the same way.

Next steps
We want to hear from you about your hospitals and keep you informed every step of the
way – this is your local NHS and we want to work with you to secure it for the future.
We know we need to continue delivering high quality care long into the future, particularly
as demand on services grows – we need buildings that can support and enable us to do this.
We are talking to local people at this stage about our long term plans, which will help inform
us on what we should consider when we look at options.
We are talking about the years beyond 2020, but we already know that we will continue to
need a lot of local NHS facilities which are able to deliver high quality care, long into the
future.

Give us your views
Visit www.epsom-sthelier.nhs.uk/estates-review to complete our questionnaire
Contact the Communications Team if you would like to receive a hardcopy of the
questionnaire or have further questions – call 020 8296 4996 or email
communications@esth.nhs.uk
Follow us on Twitter for more information - @epsom_sthelier.
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Estates review open day –
Epsom Hospital 23 September 2015
We are gathering views in order to understand what local people want from hospital
buildings, and what people believe we should consider when we look at options for the
future of our estate.
On Wednesday 23 September members of the public were given a tour of Epsom Hospital
so that we could hear their views on our buildings and estate. The tour focused on showing
people the buildings used to deliver services to patients and discussing the difficulties of
providing modern, high quality care in old buildings.
Our recent estates review shows that the oldest buildings at Epsom Hospital date from the
1930s, with 67% of the hospital buildings more than 30 years old. The review also shows
that 42% of the floor space at Epsom Hospital is not functionally suitable. This means that
the basic size and layout of the hospital wards are out of date and difficult to modernise in
line with what is needed for delivering 21st century care.
15 people attended the open day on Wednesday 23 September. The tours lasted
approximately 45 minutes taking in A&E, X-Ray, inpatient wards and outpatient areas. You
can follow the story of the tour, below.
If you weren’t able to attend one of the tours, please visit www.epsomsthelier.nhs.uk/estates-review to complete our questionnaire, or email
communications@esth.nhs.uk or phone 020 8296 4996 to request a questionnaire.

First stop – Acute Medical Unit
Chuter Ede, our Acute Medical Unit, is one of our inpatient wards at Epsom Hospital. The
layout on some of our wards is poor, meaning that nurses cannot see into all patient areas
from the nurse’s station.
Our wards have limited room, meaning that we
are not able to have the optimum amount of
space between beds. Current guidance from the
Department of Health indicates that a bed space
should be 3.6 metres wide, but a recent study of
the beds at Epsom Hospital showed that only
two out of 217 beds met this standard.
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Although we work hard to make sure that our cleaning is of the highest standard, having
limited space between beds makes cleaning more difficult. The constraints on space also
mean that we are not always able to have toilet and washroom facilities in each bay (an
area with multiple beds), which means patients have to travel to shared facilities in other
areas of the ward.
Single rooms are also important in managing infection, including protecting those patients
who are more vulnerable to infection – we are only able to offer 21% of beds in a single
room across the whole trust. It is best practice for hospitals to have over 50% of single
rooms, including with en-suite facilities, but our current buildings do not allow for this.

A&E
Our A&E department has excellent waiting times and currently meets the A&E standard,
with 95% of patients either admitted or discharged within four hours. However; the
department is relatively small, particularly the waiting area, which can be challenging as the
department is extremely busy, and is only getting busier. Although there is excellent
visibility from the nurse’s station in both majors and minors, there is a lack of natural light
and ventilation in the department.
The department has separate routes for minor, major and
paediatric cases, which helps ensure we are seeing the right
patients in the right place, at the right time. At present,
children’s A&E is not located next to majors, which would be
ideal in terms of emergency consultants being able to move
between the two areas with ease. There are plans to reconfigure the department to address this, however; the
overall constraints on space will not be remedied.

The corridor from A&E to the main
building

Two or three patients a day will go from A&E to use the CT
scanner, which is located in a different part of the hospital.
The journey involves navigating long and narrow corridors
with lots of tight corners which can be difficult to get beds
around.

X-Ray
The X-Ray department is accessed via a busy entrance and a narrow corridor, which can
become congested when using a wheelchair or transporting a patient on a bed. There is a
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single lift in this area which services our paediatric wards – the narrow corridor can make
moving beds in and out of this lift difficult.
The department has a waiting area for patients, but this does not include space for patients
brought to the department on beds, who have to wait in the corridor.

Outpatients and Pharmacy
There is no dedicated waiting room for the fracture clinic, so patients waiting for this service
have to sit in chairs lining the corridor, resulting in a lack of privacy for patients and the
corridors being narrowed significantly.
The waiting area for Phlebotomy, which is one of our busiest outpatient services, is very
small and the area has already been extended as much as possible.
Pharmacy has limited space inside for people to wait,
meaning that people wait outside causing more
congestion on the already busy corridor.
Patients also find that it can be a complicated journey
from some departments in the hospital to Pharmacy,
given its distance from other outpatient areas. This
includes navigating the long corridor from SWLEOC (South
West London Elective Orthopaedic Centre) and Eye Unit –
we have added some additional signage to the floor to
help make the journey more straightforward.

The corridor to SWLEOC

Langley Wing – Stroke Unit
The Stroke Unit is located in a different building
to our A&E department and other acute wards,
which means that patients have to travel outside
of the main building and across the internal road
to reach the Stroke Unit.
The Stroke Unit and escalation ward are located
on the first floor, and there is only a single lift in
the building.
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Therapies – Rowan House
The Therapies Department is located on the opposite side of the hospital from the main
building and main car park. To get to Therapies, patients (who may have difficulty walking)
must walk for several minutes from the main car park, including crossing the internal road.
The general condition of these buildings is also poor, and our pre-op assessment unit is
currently housed in a temporary building.

Eye Unit – Woodcote Wing
The Eye Unit represents a good example of where
significant investment has been made in designing a
space to suit the service resulting in the development
of a modern, high quality environment.
This provides staff and patients with more space, the
right number of treatment rooms and the right
equipment. Unfortunately, the structure and layout of
most of our buildings will not allow for other
areas/services to be re-designed in a similar way.

South West London Elective Orthopaedic Centre
(SWLEOC)
SWLEOC is another newer building which is in better condition both inside and outside than
most other areas of the hospital. The newer buildings are easier to maintain and have more
space for a dedicated main reception, which provides a warm welcome and supports
patients and visitors in navigating to different areas of the hospital.
SWLEOC wards have also been designed to allow for a large amount of space between beds
– making cleaning much easier – and have a larger number of single rooms with en-suite
facilities.

Next steps
We want to hear from you about our hospitals and keep you informed every step of the way
– this is your local NHS and we want to work with you to secure it for the future.
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We know we need to continue delivering high quality care long into the future, particularly
as demand on services grows – we need buildings that can support and enable us to do this.
We are talking to local people at this stage about our long term plans, which will help inform
us on what we should consider when we look at options.
We are talking about the years beyond 2020, but we already know that we will continue to
need a lot of local NHS facilities which are able to deliver high quality care, long into the
future.

Give us your views
Visit www.epsom-sthelier.nhs.uk/estates-review to complete our questionnaire
Contact the Communications Team if you would like to receive a hardcopy of the
questionnaire or have further questions – call 020 8296 4996 or email
communications@esth.nhs.uk
Follow us on Twitter for more information - @epsom_sthelier.
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Appendix C – Examples of social media messages
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Appendix D – list of online information provided on the trust website
Format
Webpage

Title
Estates
Review

Link
https://www.epsom-sthelier.nhs.uk/estates-review

Webpage

Our Estate
– report
findings
Estates
Strategy –
Investing in
a High
Quality
Healthcare
System
Engagemen
t Report

https://www.epsom-sthelier.nhs.uk/our-estate-report-findings

Online
document

Online
document
Online
document
Online
document

Board
minutes 26
June 2015
Estates
engagemen
t update (9
October
2015)

https://www.epsomsthelier.nhs.uk/download.cfm?doc=docm93jijm4n1205.pdf&ver
=1920

https://www.epsomsthelier.nhs.uk/download.cfm?doc=docm93jijm4n1224.pdf&ver
=1648
https://www.epsomsthelier.nhs.uk/download.cfm?doc=docm93jijm4n2381.pdf&ver
=3732
https://www.epsomsthelier.nhs.uk/download.cfm?doc=docm93jijm4n4246.pdf&ver=8691
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Appendix E – Comments from Sutton Scrutiny Committee
Epsom & St Helier’s Estates Review: comments from Sutton Scrutiny
Committee.
The Scrutiny Committee has had the opportunity to hear about the Estates Review
and the Trust’s plans for the future at 2 of its recent committee meetings. This has
been supported by the Trust also providing a number of documents and
presentations.

The Scrutiny Committee welcomes this opportunity to engage in an early discussion
about the future of the Trust but does have some misgivings about the place that this
initiative will take in the context of the long history of abortive plans for the hospital
and the most recent, and still current, work taking place across the SW London
region under the aegis of South West London Collaborative Commissioning.

The committee is pleased that the Trust’s plans especially for the next 5 years are
clear in their commitment to continue to provide the range of high quality services at
both Epsom and St Helier sites. However it is the lack of clarity regarding the time
beyond that which makes it difficult for the committee to engage in this discussion.

The committee wants to see a long term secure clinical and financially sound acute
hospital which is able to provide high quality services to the residents of Sutton. In
particular these services need to continue to be accessible to the people of Sutton
without incurring long travel times. Whilst the Trust is not in a position to clarify the
future of the range of services which would be available at the 2 existing main sites
and there is still uncertainty over the possible future use of the old Sutton hospital
site further comment is difficult.

Within this wider context the committee’s view on the Trust’s headline questions is
set out below.

Q1) What is important to the committee about the hospital buildings and facilities?
The committee wants to see buildings and facilities which can provide safe,
appropriate and easily accessible healthcare for the residents of Sutton. This needs
to ensure that acute services, such as Accident and Emergency and maternity
services are of high quality and to meet the whole spectrum of local need, regardless
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of where people live in the borough. We want to see facilities which will help to break
down the barriers between primary, acute and community care where this will help
secure better outcomes for patients.
Q2) What changes would the committee like to see to the buildings and facilities?
The committee supported the recent plans to provide over £200 million of Capital
funding which was earmarked to make improvements to the St Helier site and has
been disappointed to see that commitment vanish as part of the collapse of the
abortive ‘Better Services Better Value’ programme.
We agree that it is clear from the Estates Review analysis that the underlying fabric
of the Trust’s estate is in many places in poor condition and is borderline ‘not fit for
purpose’.
The committee would like to see improvements to the buildings so that they provide
the right environment to deliver high quality care and a safe place to work. They
need to be accessible by public transport as well as by private vehicles (without
significantly high parking charges).

Q3) Across the further list of specific questions where your website questionnaire
provides a series of multiple choice options the committee’s view is that the 3 most
important factors are
1) That the buildings and facilities are able to support the delivery of a full range
of high quality clinical care;
2) That the buildings provide an appropriate range of options for single sex and
single room facilities
3) That the buildings provide sufficient capacity to ensure a clinically safe
environment (including infection control) and timely access for either planned
or emergency care.
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Appendix F – Full breakdown of quantitative data from the feedback
questionnaires
3. If you or a member of your family is acutely ill and are coming to the hospital in an
ambulance, what is important to you about the hospital’s buildings and facilities?
A welcoming and
pleasant
environment, 51
Value for money ,
13

High quality care ,
104

Privacy, 14
Buildings and
facilities that do
not waste energy,
5
Waiting times , 35

Infection-free care
, 87

Accessibility for
everyone , 25

4. If you or a member of your family are coming for an outpatient appointment, what is
important to you about the hospital’s buildings and facilities?
A welcoming and
pleasant
environment, 59

High quality care ,
78

Value for money ,
13
Privacy, 4
Infection-free care
, 35

Buildings and
facilities that do
not waste energy ,
10

Waiting times, 76

Accessibility for
everyone , 63
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5. If you or a member of your family is coming into hospital for a planned operation such as a

hip replacement, what is important to you about the hospital’s buildings and facilities?

A welcoming and
pleasant
environment, 50
High quality care ,
95

Value for money , 9

Privacy, 26

Buildings and
facilities that do
not waste energy ,
5
Waiting times, 44

Infection-free care
, 88

Accessibility for
everyone , 16

6. If you or a member of your family is recovering from an illness in hospital and likely to be
in hospital for more than one week what is important to you about the hospital’s buildings
and facilities?

A welcoming and
pleasant
environment, 57
High quality care ,
95

Value for money ,
10

Privacy, 28
Buildings and
facilities that do not
waste energy , 3
Waiting times, 12
Infection-free care ,
91

Accessibility for
everyone , 32
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7. If you or a member of your family is having a baby, what is important to you about the
hospital’s buildings and facilities?

A welcoming and
pleasant
environment, 41
High quality care ,
94

Value for money , 7

Privacy, 40
Buildings and
facilities that do
not waste energy ,
5
Waiting times, 9
Infection-free care ,
86

Accessibility for
everyone , 29

8. If you or a member of your family has a child who is sick, what is important to you about
the hospital’s buildings and facilities?
A welcoming and
pleasant
environment, 54

High quality care ,
96

Value for money , 8
Privacy, 11
Buildings and
facilities that do not
waste energy , 4
Waiting times, 33

Infection-free care ,
91

Accessibility for
everyone , 22
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